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S C H E D U L E S

VALID FROM 17/07/1997

[F1SCHEDULE 5A

Textual Amendments
F1 Sch. 5A inserted (17.7.1997) by 1997 c. 28, s. 14(2), Sch. 3; S.I. 1997/1539, art. 2, Sch.

CHAPTER III

COMPENSATION BY THE INTERNATIONAL HAZARDOUS
AND NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES FUND (HNS FUND)

ANNUAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO SEPARATE ACCOUNTS

Article 19

1. Subject to article 16, paragraph 5, annual contributions to separate accounts shall be made
in respect of each State Party:

(a) in the case of the oil account,

(i) by any person who has received in that State in the preceding calendar year, or such other
year as the Assembly may decide, total quantities exceeding 150,000 tonnes of contributing
oil as defined in article 1, paragraph 3 of the International Convention on the Establishment
of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1971, as amended, and
who is or would be liable to pay contributions to the International Oil Pollution Compensation
Fund in accordance with article 10 of that Convention; and

(ii) by any person who was the receiver in that State in the preceding calendar year, or
such other year as the Assembly may decide, of total quantities exceeding 20,000 tonnes of
other oils carried in bulk listed in appendix I of Annex I to the International Convention for
the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, as modified by the Protocol of 1978 relating
thereto, as amended;

(b) in the case of the LNG account, by any person who in the preceding calendar year, or
such other year as the Assembly may decide, immediately prior to its discharge, held title to
an LNG cargo discharged in a port or terminal of that State;

(c) in the case of the LPG account, by any person who in the preceding calendar year, or
such other year as the Assembly may decide, was the receiver in that State of total quantities
exceeding 20,000 tonnes of LPG.
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2. Subject to paragraph 3, the separate accounts referred to in paragraph 1 above shall become
effective at the same time as the general account.

3. The initial operation of a separate account referred to in article 16, paragraph 2 shall be
postponed until such time as the quantities of contributing cargo in respect of that account
during the preceding calendar year, or such other year as the Assembly may decide, exceed
the following levels:

(a) 350 million tonnes of contributing cargo in respect of the oil account;

(b) 20 million tonnes of contributing cargo in respect of the LNG account; and

(c) 15 million tonnes of contributing cargo in respect of the LPG account.

4. The Assembly may suspend the operation of a separate account if:

(a) the quantities of contributing cargo in respect of that account during the preceding
calendar year fall below the respective level specified in paragraph 3; or

(b) when six months have elapsed from the date when the contributions were due, the total
unpaid contributions to that account exceed ten per cent of the most recent levy to that account
in accordance with paragraph 1.

5. The Assembly may reinstate the operation of a separate account which has been suspended
in accordance with paragraph 4.

6. Any person who would be liable to pay contributions to a separate account the operation of
which has been postponed in accordance with paragraph 3 or suspended in accordance with
paragraph 4, shall pay into the general account the contributions due by that person in respect
of that separate account. For the purpose of calculating future contributions, the postponed
or suspended separate account shall form a new sector in the general account and shall be
subject to the HNS points system defined in Annex II.]
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